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In Memoriam
A solitary soldier reflects
on the human cost of the
First World War. One of
eight who served in the
war did not return home.
KKT/ ThP Empirial War Muoeum

23 arrested during Prop 209 protest at Berkeley
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuter) - Police arrested 23 student occupying
a univer ity bell tower recently on the econd day of prote t again t a
California measure eliminating tate affirmative action programs, a university poke man aid.
Score of students had pent the night in and around the Campanile
tower on the Univer ity of California at Berkeley campu in a protest
that began over the pa age of Propo ition 209 in the recent election.
The tudents were demanding that univer ity admini trator not comply with Propo ition 209.
About 100 student camped out around the ba e of the tower, while
more than two dozen other entered the tower and hung banner from
the top. Radio report aid four demon trator chained them elve to
campu property.
The mea ure, which ban tate and local government affirmative

action program in public employment, education and contracting in
California that are based on race or sex, passed by 54 to 46 percent.
Among other things, the measure forces the University of California
to drop race immediately as a factor in selecting students for admission.
University spoke man Bob Sanders said campus police decided early
Thursday morning to clear the Campanile. Five of the 28 students occupying the tower came down voluntarily and 23 other were arrested for
trespa ing, he aid. He aid a few demonstrators resisted arrest but
there were no injurie .
A Berkeley vice-chancellor came out to talk with the student , assuring them that the adrnini tration would work to maintain diversity at the
campu .

BC football investigated for gambling
BOSTON (CPS) - While plenty of tudents
bet on college football game , it' a different
tory when the player are gambling on the
gridiron.
Earlier thi month, the Bo ton College football team came under fire from the NCAA after
everal players on the team allegedly bet on
college football game .
Boston College announced ov. 6 that 13
member of the football team have been u pended due to gambling. More troubling for
the college, however, wa the di clo ure that
two tudents had bet again t BC during a 45-17
los to Syracu e on Oct. 26.
However, Middle ex County Di trict
Attorney Thoma Reilly aid the tudent in
que tion were not involved in the outcome of
the game-only one played, entering the game
for ju t one play.
BC athletic director Chet Gladchuk ay both
the chool and CAA are taking the matter
very eriou ly. "Thi i omething we can't
take lightly," Gladchuk aid. "There i a level
of conduct we expect from all of our tudent ,
and thi would be unacceptable."
College officials did relea e a Ii t of the 13
athletes who they said had gambled, but
refu ed to pecify which two players faced the
more seriou charge of betting on games in
which they played. The player on the Ii t
included at least two players from the tarting

line-up.
All 13 u pended player were ordered to it
out the ov. 9 game again t Notre Dame.
Although Henning said he will evaluate each
player on an individual ba. i , he aid he ha no
intention of welcoming back tho e player
who bet on the BC game.
"I will not, and the team will not, accept
back to the program anybody that has bet
again t Bo ton College," Henning aid at a
pre conference on ov. 5. "We want every
player on our team thi weekend to be tho e
that are intere ted in winning the football
game."
NCAA rule trictly forbid player to "participate in any gambling activity that involve
intercollegiate athletic ."
Be ide the two player who bet on the
Syracu e game, the other u pended player
had bet on college and profe ional footabll
game and on profe ion al ba eball game ,
according to Reilly. Bet ranged between 25
to $50, but some athlete wagered hundred of
dollar , he aid.
Betting on one' own game i taken very
eriou ly, aid Kendell Living ton, a member
of the CAA' rule committee. "That i omething that i key to the integrity of the game,"
he aid. "The dan1age i unthinkable."'
Bill Keefe, a lawyer for four of the BC players. aid his clients are being unfairly blamed

for omething they didn't do.
''There i ab olutely no evidence the e player bet on BC games," Keefe said.
Although Keefe would not ay whether or
not hi client bet on other college games,
attorney John McBride, who i also repre enting the players, aid if they did, it was on a
mall cale.
"We're talking about things like office basketball pool here," McBride aid. ''That's
hardly the tuff of scandal."
Gladchuk aid the university is cooperating
with the Middle ex County District Attorney'
office, who i looking into the point-shaving
allegation .
While the players are being inve tigated,
Henning must till get the remaining team
member ready to play football.
For ome BC tudent , the allegation come
a a hock.
''Thi i n't the kind of thing you expect at a
school like thi ," aid Ju tin Shaghalian, a
fre hman. "It ju t doe n't eem po ible."
Thi i n't the fir t time Bo ton College ha
been part of a point- having candal. In 1978,
Rick Kuhn, a forward on the chool' ba ketball team, admitted to fixing ix games. He
wa later entenced to 10 years in prison for
hi role in the gambling fix.
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Unive rsity resolv es
social work woes
Gracie Gonzale
,,. Pan American

Sonia Domlogoez, health science sophomore, grins
and bears needle whlle donatlog blood last week.
United Blood Service sponsored the drive.

In Spring 1995, the university
began a serie of cla se for graduate
social work student . The program,
by the fourth semester, was
su pended leaving several tudents
with unaccredited hours.
However, the univer ity ha
decided to honor the hours towards a
degree.
As part of the accreditation
procedure, UTPA is in the proces of
honoring their commitment to the
graduate tudents that were formerly
in the Social Work program with a
degree.
They are to receive credit from the
University of Texas at Arlington,
which is accredited with the Council
of Social Work in Alexandria, Va.
Last month, university admin-

i trators met with representative
from Arlington. The proposal wa
formally ubmitted to UTPA la t
week.
It i currently being reviewed by
univer ity official which includes a
budget, the administrative process
and the course tran fer process.
"We expect that things will
ultimately be worked out." Barbara
John on, interim dean, said.
Students who graduate from the
program will receive a diploma from
Arlington through the satellite
program.
"UTPA doe not anticipate any
further problem to occur for the next
crop of student entering the
program," Johnson said.
The Social Work Department
anticipate the program will be fully
accredited for teaching and for course
work in the pring.

Student researc h uncover s alterna tive energy source
Lydia Puente
Th< Pan

American

Student are researching for the future
and gaining valuable experience at the
ame time.
Students involved in the Development
of Minority Institute Fuel
Cell/Battery/Manu facturing Research
Hub Program are studying alternative
form of fuel, such a methanol fuel cells
for future u e.
Dr. Deig Sandoval, coordinator for the
program, said the students are gaining a
variety of experience from the project.
The year-long program involves
academic work a well a a summer
internship at laboratorie aero the
country.
The project, which will be in it third
year, i ponsored by the U.S. Army
Re earch Office and wa formed through
a partner hip with the Illinois Institute of
Technology in Chicago.
Sandoval said the program had ome
strange beginnings.
"I spent the ummer of 1990 at UTAu tin, working with the Chemi try
Department there on my 0 1 vn
projects,"he said.

After he returned to Edinburg, he
learned the Illinois In titute of
Technology had contacted UT eeking a
reference for a partnership program it
wa intere ted in forming.
"UT referred them to me, which I
thought wa interesting because if it
hadn't been for that summer they (IIT)
would never have heard of me," he said.
He said the program is quite a
opportunity for the students because it i
often difficult to get money from out ide
sources.
"It' almo t like playing the lottery," he
aid, "e pecially for an in titution
without a reputation like u ."
Sandoval aid the students gain a wide
variety of experiences from this
program.
"They get the chance to go interact
with other tudents and go someplace
they have never been. They get the
chance to apply what they have learned
in huge laboratory and learn from
cientist . They al o get the chance to do
cientific presentations and write
technical reports," he said.
One former tudent agreed with him.
Rigoberto Omar Rivera, a May
graduate in chemistry, said the internship

he did at Argonne Lab in Illinois wa
invaluable.
"I was expo ed to things I would have
never been expo ed to had I just studied
here " he aid.
Rivera said he hope. the univer ity
become more involved in actively
seeking out such program .
"It is very important that tudents get
these kind of opportunities for
experience. Otherwise, they can't
compete out in the world," he said.
Eight tudent from variou schools,
such as engineering and math, are
currently working on the fuel cell
project.
Rivera said the work they aredoing i
exciting and hopefully will be useful for
future consumer .
"Fo sil fuels are predicted to be
depleted in about 100 year , owe are
going to have to find alternative forms of
energy to draw from," he said.
Rivera said their work along with other
chool in the partnership i still in the
early , tages.
"Eventually, we see using the e fuel
cells for energy. Right now we are ju t
seeing what works and what doe n't," he
aid.
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STD's top most comm on infect ious diseas e
CPS - The mo t common infectiou di ea e reported
are sexually tran mitted, according to the Center for
Di ease Control and Prevention. Chlamydia, a disea e
that often ha no ymptoms, was the o. l most reported
infection in 1995, with 477,638 ca e , aid the CDC in it
annual report. That wa followed by gonorrhea (392,848
ca es) and AIDS (71,547 ca e ).
The No. l ranking of chlamydia-tracked for the fir t
time last year-underline how urgently aggres ive
creening and treatment is needed, aid the American
Social Health As ociation, an STD-prevention group.
"The great irony i that, if it i detected, chlamydia is
ea ily treated and cured," said Peggy Clarke, ASHA
president. "We could virtually eradicate it."
Among per on aged 15 to 24 years, gonorrhea
remained the mo t commonly reported disea e.
"Young people under age 25 are at considerable risk for
STDs than older people," said Linda Broom, ASHA
director of public relation . "There are both biology
rea ons and behavior reasons for that."
Immune system of both sexes might not have matured
enough to ward off infections, Broom explained. Also, in
young women, the cellular structure of the cervix may
not be fully developed, she said.
Most cases of chlamydia were repo11cd among women,
who accounted for 383.956 cases la<,t year. Rates for
gonorrhea and AIDS were substantially higher among
males than females, striking 203.563 and 58,007
respecti vet y.
In general, women are more vulnerable to some STDs
than men becau e of their internal reproductive system
that erve a a " afe harbor" for bacteria and viru e ,
Broom aid.
Despite education effort , STDs remain prevalent on

college campu e for a number of reason , she added.
" It's very difficult to persuade people in that age group
that they're at risk for something a devastating a an
STD can be," Broom said.
Al o, " If young people are using ome type of
Sexually transmitted diseases
contraceptive, they're more likely to be u ing the pill,"
top the list of the nation's most
he aid. "Young people are more likely to not want to
common infections. Number of
u e condom . (That 's) embarrassment-relate d."
cases, 1995:
College women on the birth control pill often fail to
a k their partner to use a condom because they are
Chlamydia
477,638
protected against pregnancy.
But to prevent the spread of disease, " they really do
Gonorrhea
392,848
need to be using condoms," Broom said. ''The latex
condom is the condom of choice."
AIDS
Those en itive to latex can u e either the male or
71 ,547
Salmonellesis
female polyurethane condom she aid.
However, " the only way to be absolutely certain that
•
45,970
you're not going to get an STD is to not have sex," she
Hepatitis A
tres ed.
I 31 ,sa2
A lab test can reveal the presence of chlamydia and
Shigellesis
gonorrhea infection , he said. But because the signs of
I 32,oao
are hard to pot, those infected often unknowingly
Tuberculosis
pread the di ease to other people.
I 22,860
That's why chlamydia is far more common than the
Syphilis
number of reported cases indicates, ASHA president
I 16,500
Clarke noted.
Lyme Disease
"Because chlamydia is usually without symptoms,
I 11,100
many people are infected without knowing it," Clarke
Hepatitis B
said. "Estimates of new chlamydia infection in the
I 10,aos
United State are as high as 4 million, making it the
SOURCE: Center for Disease Control and
Prevention; research by BRENNA SINK
faste t preading STD.''
For more information on chlamydia, gonorrhea or
AIDS call the STD hotline at l -800-227-8922.

Top infectious
diseases in U.S.
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Would You Like To Be Paid to Study?

Check out a new course offered by Alpha Plasma!

Course Description

Hours

Provide Plasma to earn extra
cash and save lives.

7 days a week
8 a .m. - 4 p.m.

Requirements

Prerequsite

Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 110 lbs. min
Good Health
Student I.D.
No history of Hepatitus

1 )Need extra

Expected Result
Extra money(up to $100 in 2
wks) Good grades & the
satisfaction of knowing you
have provided a product that
might help save a life.

GO TO OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL.
Put your college
degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 day
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force.

income.
2)Willingness to
provide a product
that others need
3)Knowledge that
you can not get
AIDS from giving
plasma.

Time
Approximately
2 hours a week.
I'rcscnptio11 Oakley Eyett ·ears &
Oali'l,·y , '1111/{lasses At•mlable At

FIRST DONATION - $20 With student
I. D. Up to $100 in just two weeks!

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

2%o
VisionCare

Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating. It's like
being paid to study!

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER
102 S. 16th Street

L--------------------~

Dr. Fred Farias,
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Hea lth serv ices prov ide dive rse aid
Joe Zambrano
News Editor

Feeling queasy head throbbing, late night
sniffling keeping studying to a minimum.
Then head on in to Student Health Services
for a checkup.
In order to fully serve the students
academically, the university put forth a
division to help students' health, according
to Mary Ann Gordon, Health Services
supervisor.
"Student Health Service is a di vision of
student affairs which has been as igned the
task to provide health education,
preventative services and primary care
services for students," Gordon said.
According to Gordon one of the main
goals is to promote complete health. "We
now have a well men's and a well women's
clinic. We are focusing on wellness mainly
rather than sickness. We approach it from a
holistic view. In other words, we focus on
the entire person and not just the physical
challenges," she said. ''We want a wellness
mentality," Gordon added.
A few services Student Health offers are,
for no charge, provider consultation and
diagnosis, nursing care, blood pressure
check, referral advice, health education,

. -appears to be the basic messa~ of the
lti
government's dietary guidelines released January. Highltghts:
Varied diet: Eat
grains, vegetables,
fruit; choose a diet
low in fats,
cholesterol ; watch
intake of salt,
sodium, sugar

Weight
maintenance:
Weight should fall
within a given range
according to height;
weight loss should
occur gradually

Exercise: 30
minutes or more
of moderate
exercise on
most days of the

Alcohol: Drink in
moderation , with
meals and when
consumption does
not put you or

others at risk

week

•
.....
contraceptive information, and HIV/AIDS
testing.
In addition the program provides low co t
medications, lab procedure, physical
examinations, minor surgery, Pap smears,
immunizations and TB tests.
Gordon feels that they can provide

medications at the lowe t co t for tudents.
"We purchase our medication through state
contracts. Thi gives u discount on prices
for tudents," she aid.
Individuals wanting more information may
contact Student Health Service at 381-2511
or Emilia Hall.

GREEK OLYM ~ICS

ALSO, YOU CANNO T MISS
THE FAMOU S

t~~i !JfQ "f~ !>A~ ct~~ Ec~~"
S
FOR CASH & PRIZ

$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM) FREE VIDEO GAMES TILL 11 PM
75C DRAFT AND WELL DRINKS NOON TILL 2 AM

NO COVER WITH ANY COLLEGE ID

GREATEST HITS OF 80'5 AND DISCO
IN PUB & GRIU ROOM WITH CONTEST
~~ 10)~ 0 ~~
12 MIDNIGHT.
AT
:ilb,.QI
~<{JI~
<{JI~~ ~ ~
$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM)

FREE lt!Jlffl!Q) W~~J:Jil G
IN COWBOY PIT

()

ii~ t 0-\1!.I!. ~OiOO'ii'i
Screwdrivers, Salty l>ogs,F,,. Tequila Sunrise, To111 Collins, Cuba Libre,
Whlske Sour tslooa Ma ana Scotch & SodG
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Roche easy to get - with consequences
Holly Meisel
n.,

Pan American

Lisa, a 19-year-old univer ity freshman ,
went dancing at a popular downtown nightclub
with Johnny, a 21-year-old university sophomore.
During the evening, Johnny dropped a tiny
pill known as Rohypnol into her beer, hoping
to score with her later on. Being a regular user
of the drug, he did not see any harm in what he
was doing.
He had no intention of raping her, and definitely didn 't entertain the thought of ki1ling
her; he just hoped to weaken her inhibitions
enough to convince her to have sex with him.
Lisa, who had never used the Qrug, had no
idea why she had started to feel so slow after
only one beer. She had become unaware of her
urroundings and unable to say hardly anything within thirty minutes of con umption of
her beer.
She finally utters to Johnny that it's time to
take her home and he' thinking ' Yes ! She
really wants to do it. '
Lisa never said anything after that. The drug
went traight to her brain stem, putting her
whole brain to sleep. There was nothing to tell
her heart to beat and there was nothing to tell
her lungs to breathe.
Within minutes, she had gone into a respira-

tory arrest, then a cardiac arrest and eventually
died.
Even though Lisa and Johny do not exist, the
scene is similar to a report collected from the
Dallas,Texas area about a month ago.
The drug, Rohypnol-known as the daterape drug-is a powerful sedative commonly
pre,scribed a a sleeping pill. It is also known
as the Roche pill because it is manufactured by
Roche Laboratorie in Massachu etts.
Depending upon the resistance and bodytype of thee victim, mo t cases do not end in a
fatal clisa ter. Many time , an unsuspecting
victim will become drow y, lo e their inhibition and judgment, become dizzy, confused
and in case of high dosage, a loss of memory.
The drug's effect are intensified wheo used
in conjW1ction with coho1. The tablet$ disolve easily into beverages such as oft drinks,
beer and liquor, leaving no ta te, color or odor.
Rohypnol i currently making headlines
aero the United State for being the drug of
choice for would-be rapists.
According to Jeanette Bro hears, couJ1selor
for the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program at
UTPA, Dr. James Gibbs, the medical director
of West Texas A&M Student 1-lealth Center
dealt with a victim of Rohypnof over a year
ago.
Apparently, she did not realize she was pregnant until 3 or 4 months later because she had

no idea she had ever had sex.
''The victim will remember going to the
table, drinking and then they'll have a total
black-out," said Broshears. "You can't get
Rohypnol in the United States without a prescription, but unfortunately, it is easy to get in
Mexico-IO tablets for 1 dollar."
According to a report from the Center for
Substance Abuse Prevention, Rohypnol is currently labeled as a Schedule 4 drug along with
Valium. But because it is 10 times more powerful than Valium, the U.S Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) is asking that it be placed in
the same category as heroin, cocaine or LSD-Schedule 1.
Broshears says that because it has been
around the Valle; and along the southern borders of the U.S foi: so long, many people who
are doing it or have already known about the
drug are ~inking, 'What's the big deal'?
"It isn ' t like thi pill just popped up in the
last two years," BrQsbears said. "You hear it on
the news almost every other day now and it's
like, ' excuse me, where were you ten years

ago?'
Broshears says that because the drug is beginning to spread and make headlines across
the United.States, now people are paying
attent10n and now they want to do something
about it.

See ROCHE, p. 7._ _ _ _ _ __ _
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Rape: Hard

al ities vs. old

Tens of thousands of
too afraid to report

growing problem:

■ Victim asked for It
No woman asks to be

ally
assaulted. Consent is the· sue,
not appearance or be

One minute: 1

7
Oneday: 1,
One month: 56,
One year: 683,
One hour:

■ Percent of

■ It can't happen te

Anyone is a potenlid, income
matter what age,

level

■ Per

victims
victims not
reporting rape knew
attacke
to pollce

More info.: To conta the rape
crisis center in your rea, call the
Rape Abuse and Incest National
Network at 1-8~6-HOP E

ary motive for rape
Power, anger and con ol are the
motives, not sex
■ Rape doesn't happen in
marriage
One aspect of domestic violence
is marital rape
■ No woman can be forced to
have sex
Woman can be coerced by
ph sical force or threat of injury
or death
■ Most rape victims have
physical injuries
Fearing injury or death, most
victims don't fight attacker

im Center study based on two surveys - National Women's survey of
SOURCE: National
4,008 women, 1990-92, and the State of Services for Victims of Rape Survey, 370 rape crisis
Knight-Ridder Tribune/JUDY TREIBLE
centers responding, t 99 o-91

'That' really fru trating to me," she aid. "I think we've lost
a lot of people and we just don't know it."
Bro hear says she think it's great that the media in general
is warning people about the drug "but it also serves as an advertiser in letting people who are a little bit mentally deranged to
think of new ways to do really bad things to
people."
She ays that the important thing is to
educate everyone about the potential hazards in volving Rohypnol.
''Tell people these are the facts-yes,
it's out there and these are some things
you could do to make ure that you
are not a victim."
She ays that people need to realize
that if they get up to go dance or go
to the bathroom ... even if it' for
three econd that their glas was left
unattended, there give that window
of opportunity.
"Even if omeone that you know
really well come up to you and says,
'Here, ta te thi .' You don't know
who's had their gla or who' been in
control of her glass. My sugge tion
would be to ay 'no' and take re pon ibility for what you are inge ting."
Bro hear ays that there' nothing wrong
with going out, having fun and drinking a long a
you do it responsibly."
'There' alway omeone out there, ready to take advantage
of you," he aid. "And that's a fact."

.
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I THOUGHT
YOU WERE,
UH, DROWNING.

In light of recent and past events in a Health and Kinesiology
wimming class we mu t ask the questionAre students safe?
After the death of Yadira Martinez, a junior electrical engineering major, drowned in a swimming class this past summer,
and the recent allegation of sexual as ault leveled again t a student, al o allegedly taken place during a wimming clas we
must ask that que tion.
Do our coache imply have poor eye sight for not eeing a
young woman who was underwater for everal minutes?
Do our coache simply take the attitude "It' their business." to
account for everything done in class?
In a recent incident a female student was allegedly sexually
assaulted by a fellow male student in a wimming class.
Therefore, we feel if the alleged sexual as ault results in a conviction, then mea ures hould be taken to remedy the apparent
lack of supervision.
It would take talent for someone to put their hands underneath
someone's swimsuit without anyone noticing, especially in front
of someone who is supposed to be paying attention to what is
going on in class.
Then, since the coach did not, we assume, see anything, then
there is a chance that there was nothing to see, which in itself
would free the coach from any responsibility.
Allegedly, the female student who is malcing the allegations
went to the instructor and informed him that she was being
harassed by a fellow student. The instructor approached the individual who denyed any wrong doing. Why did the coach not
make himself aware of a potential problem between the male
student and female student and see to it nothing happened?
Well maybe, he felt "It's their business" and decided nothing
would come of it and even if it did it was no concern of his.
However, omething did happen! She is upset about something and that something bas escalated to an arrest of someone
and probable mental scars of another.
If only someone had payed attention to what he was doing,
then maybe the list of alleged sexual assault would never have
happened.
In light of the pa t hi tory of UTPA's swimming clas we
appeal to the univer ity to ensure u a safe learning environment
and to provide u with in tructor who care for busine other
than their own.

HOW DARE YOU!
YOU TOUCHED MY

*@/#%*!!!
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Dear Editor,

ovember 14, 1996

Dear Editor,

I am very di appointed with the reaction of Mr. Ogletree, concerning
the incident of a female victim of sexual as ault in one of his swimming
cla e . Thi type of comment condone indifferent and e i t attitude
toward women. Mr. Ogletree decided to look the other way; I wonder if
he would have done the ame thing if it had been hi ' mother in that ituation. Because of attitudes, uch a thi one, the voice of many women
in this institution fall ilent. If thi incident would have involved the victimization of a male tudent, for example, if the female tudent would
have chopped off his genital area, all of hell would have broken loo e.
Well, I think women and men, for that matter, need to under tand that the
victimization of women i WRONG! Men and women who are in a po ition to put a halt to this behavior al o need to be held accountable for
their ignorance.
I am also disappointed at the in en itivity of The Pan American new paper in reporting this allegation. The Pan American could have waited
until all the facts were on the table. Before publishing the e types of
incident - they should have the decency to interview the female and ask
for her permission to do so. It is very important that such publication
paint the full picture of what happens. Thi way people won't go around
assuming things that are not true. All sorts of comments and opinion
about the incident can be heard around campu . "Well, she probably
asked for it."" She is probably lying and making it up" Both the e comments are irrelevant to the ituation. The fir t step the student body
should take is to demand the re ignation of uch ex.i t profe sors be it
male or female. We cannot keep looking the other way every time ornething like this happens. I am ure thi is not the fir t time thi incident is
reported.
P

In the October 31, 1996, edition of The Pan American, an article
wa printed on page 2 regarding the tragic pa ing awa} of Profe or
teven kagg . ot aJI of u, at the R.E.H.A.B. Club had the plea ure
of meeting Profe or Steven kagg , but tho e of u who did knew
him a being en itive to the corre t and proper u e of word particularly word that have a labeling effect.
A· memb r f the R.E.H. .B. Club, we would like to correct two
of the tern, that were u ed improperly with in the article. The fir t
correction deal with the term pecial population. Although taken as a
direct qu te and u ed to repre ent people with di abilitie , the term
p cial population irnplie that people with di sabilitie are some how
et apart from th re t of the population.
While we understand that Mr. Semper, who gave the quote likely
m ant to u e the phrase peopl with di abilities, we feel that the
author could have paraphrased the quote. The econd correction deals
with the term handicapped p pulation. Thi term has negative connotation in that it implie that a certain per on of the Valley i made up
of handicapped people a oppo ed to being compo ed of people with
di abilitie .
While ome may not know the difference right away, the first term
implies that a person i di abled before they are con idered to be an
individual. The purpo e of thi letter i to bring ome in ight on how
word uch a handicapped and pecial population can have negative
connotation .
The R.E.H.A.8. Club
ompiled b Rene Requenez,
Hect r Requenez, and Crissy Brion
Endor ed by The R.E.H. .B. tub

MJa-Mariosol Buentello
ident of the Latina tudent Organization

Night

<>f

at t h e
UTPA M edia Theater
with the

Jazz

Jim Cullum Jazz Band
Direct from the San Antonio Riverwalk

Thursday, November 21, 1996
7 p.m.
Tickets On Sale November I, 1996
at the University Center 305
UTPA Students with valid ID $2 .00
UTPA Faculty/Staff or Seniors with valid ID $4 .00
Gene ral Public or at the Door $6 .00
Advanced ticket sales required for discount, for further
information call (210) 381-3676
Sponsored by The Office of Stude n t Activities, UPB, The Office of Student Development,
Office of H ousing & Student Life and The UTPA Music Department.
Yow Student Se-rvice F- A..t Worlr~

orr..,. of Student 0.-lopment, D,v,uon of Student A(I• .,.
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APAR.Tl'v'\ENTS

• Luxurious 1, 2, and 3
Bedroom Floorplans
• Two Swimming Pools
• Tennis Courts
• Beaa.tlfully Landscaped
• Large Cabana Area
with Bar..B-QueGrllls

• On-site Management
• 24-hour On-Call
maintenance
• Walking Distance to
UT-Pan American
• PETS ALLOWED
• 2 Laundry FacUitles

November 14, 1996

Erner in Infection Control Issues in Health Care
5th Annual Educational Conference
November 22, 1996
Radi on Re ort South Padre I land, Texas
PR RAM
OSHA Standards for Bloodbome Pathogens
Emerging Infectious Disease Threats
STD's
Infection Control I ue in Home Health
Current I ues in Employee Health;
Immunization
CONTINUING EDUCATION:
Thi offering has been ubmitted for 6.3
continuing education contact bour

Sponsored By: The Association for
Professionals in Infection Control and
Epidemiology, Inc. Rio Grande Valley,
Chapter #105

U S~'Jl'mA'll'll(Q)N lfn:
Profe sional ......................$40.00
Student with valid ID .........$25.00
For further information call: 421-9548
or 544-1495
Early Registration is encouraged, attendance
is limited to the first 250 participants

.

You should spend you'!' college
years <..1isdy. Study
hard, have fun, and
carry an .Associates
Master-Gard• C..ard.
You can get:

• :no .&:tl.%1'\l&l
• U.p to ,3-/.

fee.

cs.sh .ba~

• :no -A'rM. fe.e.,s 'lU'l.til ~u.ary 1991

• a .30-~ , u e . prepaid pho:ne. card.
• a cred.:it line. u.p t.o

~.soo

Ill IPPIJ, jlJSi call illll Irmm 1-111-SfNII-IINf.
/\.ssoe.ia(c$ 1-l'at.ional Bank (DcJa..,arcl

November 14, 1996
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NEED TO FILL POSITION
IMMEDIATELY

BENEFITS:
• Opportunity to earn 23 to 30K + alary d.o.e.
• Health Insurance &
• 401 K Retirement Benefits.
Hard working, self-starting, bilingual individual with
minimum one of the following.
•Associates Degree in Accounting background
•Vocational Degree.

........• •
ALL tfl,60 ALL

RESPONSIBILITIES:
•Accounts payable & receivables
•Data entry
•Payroll
•Some clerical & managerial duties
•Work extended hours if neccessary

DRIW ,, NIGHT
El ..

Auto~!l!,h_}arty

Projecto Uno

c»4- -~«>C
"'~
KARAOK E
!k PART Y

IL ■ ~E

SEND RESUME OR APPLY IN PERSON TO:
200 East Expressway 83, San Juan, Tx. 78589
Or call: (210) 787-8787

·

Chris .

Sin

To~our

75¢ Drinks Specials
""II

TU ES DA Y•

fashion Show George Regino
By

-------------------------------------Registra tion fee is $5
and deadline is
Novemb er 18, 1996
Apply at UC 305 until 4:00p.m .
Open to ALL student s
@)

»-+ ......... ----+-

>-i'- ___,.. - - ~ »--+ ......... ___..

----+ __.. •-+ ..........................
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KbDB I INTEi\NAelf:lNAb

Novemb er 22, 1996
3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m
At the Rec Room

Spon""""' by the Un........ lly Prognlm Board
YourSludt:ntSavlcefl::cs AI Worlrl
Or1\ct: of Student Dc'Ydoptnenl. DM.slOn o( Student Atfalq
I( •pcctal accommodatJon..s are ncc:,euary. pleuc call the Office of Student /1.C.Uv!Uca
at (210) 381--3676 a.I Leo.at 5 day• pnor co the cvcnt ao appropnate arrangements can be made

.'
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75¢ Drinks 75¢ Beer 8 - 10
KbllB ?C ALTERNATIVE JR..A.JP INTERNATIONAL
INTERNAel!JNAb NIGHT PARIIJ'J Y KARAOKE
----+
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a con tant barrage of lean models, bulging
hunks and sexy TV idols as role models in today's
media, students are bulking gyms by the grove.
According to Rigo Olivarez, as istant track and
field coach, the recreational fields are a con tant jam.
"More students are aware of their health. The tracks
are filled with joggers, the weight room is always
filled to its capacity and there is a constant waiting
list for the racquetball and basketball courts," he
aid.
Many students find themselves often too busy to
eat healthy meals o they proceed directly to gym in
the evening. "I am too busy to go home and eat so to
make up for the junk food I cross train at the gym
and at the track," aid Jo eph Martinez, freshman.
The trend seems to have leveled off; however, the
demands by students for healthier and leaner bodies
are still constant. "There hasn't been a dramatic
increase lately, but the recreational facilities are
always packed."
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH,BUTWILL
THATBEENOUGHTORETIREON?
T

oday there seems to be an investment expert
or financial advisor almost everywhere you
turn. But just how qualified are all these
experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from
solid planning. From investments and services
designed and managed with your needs and
retirement security specifically in mind. The
kind of investments and services TIAA-CREF
has been providing for more than 75 years.

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
Our counselors are trained retirement
professionals who have only you and your
future in mind. So you're treated as the unique
person you are, with special needs and concerns
about retirement. And that makes for an
understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of
choice and flexibility in building your retirement
nest-egg - from TIAA's guaranteed traditional
annuity to the investment opportunities of

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

.

CREF's seven variable annuity accounts.
And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges
are among the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries. 0 That means more of your money
is where it should be - working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private
pension system in the world, based on assets
under management - managing more than
$150 billion in assets for more than one and a
half million people throughout the nation.
TIAA-CREF:

THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.
It's tough to wade through all the "advice"
to find a reliable pension plan provider. But as a
member of the education and research
community, your best choice is simple: TIAACREF. Because when it comes to helping you
prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up
to more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAACREF can help you prepare for the future, call
our Enrollment Hotline at I 800 842-2888.

SM

• Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Anal~is, 1995; Lipper Analytical &rvicu, In,., Lipper- Directors' Analytical Data. 1995 (Qunr/u{y) .
CREF mtificatN nrr tli.,tributul 6y TIAA -CREF lntlivulW1! c; ln.1tilulianal &rvicu.
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Crossword Mad ness
STAMPEDE

ACROSS
1 Young fellows
5 Disrespectful
speech

9 Honch<>
13 Touch on
14 Friend 10
Pylhias
15 Thanks-'
16 Anger
17 Wail

18 Home of mus,c
19 Removal
21 Tnbute, of a kind
l=--+--+-23 Remalnder
24 Poet Pound
25 All
28 Wonderful
32 Saw
33 BroadCasts
34 Female deer
36 Soccer great
37 Adores
39 Give temporarily 1.-1,-1----1-1--

•

40 Command for

ODE
41 Redeem
42 Keaton or
Sawyer
43 Gym footwear
46 German city
4 7 Prayer ending
48 Liquid measure

50
53
57
58

Sota

60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Stem joint
Approach
Clinging plants

Pin, e.g

Sailo(s word
Respond

Tied
Paper size
Cup handles
Carry on
DOWN

1 Suet
2 Rose's beloved
3 Boring
4 Ship class
5 Wooden shoes
61di7 Earth
8 Cold victims?
9 Romanlic song
1o Table spread

01906T,-.M_S..-,ln c.

"'""""--

11 Muslcal

composition
12 Remain

14 Speaker's place
20
22
24
25

TV part
Plant holders
Nobelist Wiesel
Record

Clifford
Bird's weapon

--

Road worker
Thoughts
Metaphysical

3 0 a ■ S II I y •
I a I a N 3 l d s■

26 Playwright

27
29
30
31

- s

ti y ii
.l N y II
N 3 /I ii ■ s 3 I /I I
3 a 0 N ■ .l :l y 3 II ■
ti 3 N 3 .l s y ~ - 3 3
• .l N I d ■ N ii II
N 3 s s 3 ■ S II ii ll y
- 3 /I y s
ii N Y I 0
a N 3 , ■ s 3 /I 0 , ■

poet
35 Flrst home
37 Buflalo's waterfront
38 Kiln

39 Audience

mem-

-·

A II ii a
ti y 3 N
ii ii , y
.l .l 3 S
y

--

3 NS ■

■
3
J 0
, y

0 .l 3
l ii d

• a Y

.l O .l

II Z 3 ■ .l s J II
A 0 0 , n 3 • N 0 I .l 3 , 3 a
y N ii , ■ 3 a I a Y ■ ii l I II
.l 0 , y ■ N 0 II Y a ■ J. n a Y
s a y ,
s s o a■ s 8 y s•

ber

41 Alike

·

42 Fender mishap
44 Restaurant
45 Open areas
49 Followers of:

sufl.

50 Sedimentary
material
51 Gen. Robert 52 Sports group

53 Weather word

54 Bossa55 Anthony or

Barbara
56 Lease
59 Stowe heroine

CAS 170
Dr. Edinburg, TX 78539
University
1201 W.
DEADLINE: Noon Friday
(Insert wording in spaces below)

L ACK:Gl'r . . . . .S

FUNDRAISER • MollYllllld
groupa needed to earn S500+
promoting ATAT, Dlacowr,
gaa and retail cars. Since
1969, _ •.,. helped thouNnda

of groups raise 1he money
they l'INCI. Call Candice 81
(800)592-2121 ext. 196.
Free CO to qualified callers.

Translations • Spa.Eng.
General typing • Resume
Tenn & research papers
Laser Printing, spellcheck
Free estimates
Pa1ricia - 380 - 3535

LACK OF FOCUS

LOSE WEIGHT
Fret Clffnsfng Soup Recipe
Phi• Fat Fig"™' Caplets
F,ee 3-clay THal Available
Send $2 and SASE to
Recipe Dept. P11
210 E. Sprague
Edinburg, TX 78539

Future Teachers Master the EXCet!II
Money Back Guarantee
www.excet.com

MO -TECH
DJ's
Music for all occasions
210-781-1694
Charlie

ANYTHING GOES TYPING
Professional
Fast & Affordable
Computerized type
Editing
664-2922
Call Ray

23

:

TOD AY

Showca e (Band)
Noon - I p.m. UC Circle.

TOD AY

Philosophy Club
meet Noon - l LA 101.
Lecture: "Cuba: moving into the
21 t Century."

TODAY

UTPan
American Alumni As ociation
award banquet, 7 p.m.,
Univer ity Ballroom.

26

UT Pan American
Band Concert, 8 p.m., Fine Art
Auditorium.

27

Latino tudent
organization meets Noon to 1
p.m. - LA 125, Lecturer:
"Victoria! Mexican-American
Women Stricker ."

BroncLympics, spon ored
UBP2- 4 p.m.
Quad.

6

2
Lady Bronc basketball
vs. Texas A&M-Kingsville,
5 p.m., Fieldhouse.

La t day to drop or
withdraw through the Office of
Admi ion and Record .

TOD AY

f Q..IDAY

G 24 Renais ance
Fea t by mu ic department, 6:30
p.m., dinner and program,
Univer ity Ballroom.

27

Residence hall close
for Thanksgiving holidays at
6:30 p.m.

28-3 0
·~

I O Valley Symphony
Orche tra and Chorale, holiday
pops concert, 8 p.m., McAllen
Civic Center. (Call 630-5355 for
information and ticket .)

21

Commencement

9

Late registration

I I Deadline to pay for
Spring 1997 telephone regi tration.
I 2- I 3 Limited departmental final examination ; Dead
Day.

4

I
MBA Toastma ter
Club, 10 a.m., BA 113, open to
all students and the public

I 4- I 9

Final Exams

Thanksgiving

holiday . No
. clas es.
""

I3

Classes begin

.. ,.

}

6ATLJQ..DAY

Lady
Bronc ba ketball v . U.S. AllArmed Forces, exhibition, 5
p.m. Fieldhouse.

6ATLJQ..D Ay
basketball v . U.S.
Army, exhibition,
7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhou e.

Bronc

---,-,-f-,--:

TUb_6DAY
SeNSS meet Noon- I
p.m . - LA 121. Lecturer:
"Removing the Ob tacle to
World Peace."

2 I

•

Career Day for engineering students. 9 - 3 p.m. in
Lobby of Engineering bldg.

2 I

Philo ophy Club meets
Noon -1 LA 111. Lecture: "How
Xenophobic is Germany?"

2 I Showcase (Band)
Noon - 1 p.m. UC Circle.

•

2 2 Pool & dart
tournament, sponsored
by UPB, 3 - 6 p.m.
Rec room in
UC.

23

Bronc ba ketball vs.
McMurry Univer ity, 7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhou e.

3

Lady Bronc ba ketball
v . Oral Robert Univer ity,
time TBA. Fieldhou e.

3
Senior Recital ,
Eddie Mendez, trumpet, 8
p.m ., Recital Hall.

2-8 "A Chri tma
Carol ," by
Charle
Dickens at
the
Univer ity
Theatre.

7

UT Pan American
Folkloric Dance Company
in concert with the UT Pan
American Mariachi, 2 p.m. ,
Fine Arts Auditorium.

7

Bronc ba ketball
vs. Angelo State, 7:30 p.m. ,
_· --<·&· . : .
Fieldhouse.

Student ~ealth Services
will be offering
Fingerstick Diabetes Screening

11-18-96

9 a.m. - 11 a.m.

Inside 1st floor, University Center.
Educational literature and support will be available on site through the American Diabetes
Association. 8 hour fasting required. Students
free. Faculty Staff $3. Validated I.D. required. If
special accommodations are necessary, please
call SHS 3 days prior to the event so that appropriate arrangements can be made.

8

UT ·. :~
.·
Pan American ~
Folkloric
~
Dance Company ~
in concert with the UT Pan
American Mariachi, 2 p.m .,
Fine Art Auditorium.

Your Student Fees at Work!
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WIN DOW TINT ING

VDU CAN TINT NOW - AND PAV LAT ER!

pJ
CDX-52 CD CHANGER

•8x Oversampling, 1-Bit DIA
•Active Servo Control
-Convenient 10-dics magazine
•Horizontal or vertical mounting
XR-C300 Cassette
Reciever/ CD contoller
•25W x 4 high power output

-Unilink"' CD/MD changer control
•Full detachable face

03[])®
t
f

•Natural Colors
tarts at.
•Up to 66% heat re,echon
• auonal Lifclime Warranty ;I : >: \ , Jj
....; !) './
•Royal lnstallauon

f

Q

W

re . 599.95

Jc::>::F.E ~Sc::>~
'lilVlndo """' n1rns

•Up lo48% heal fCJCCIIOn

•L,reume Warran1y
•Van ct y or colo~

Slart.'I QI'

.. ·J~:)
• , ,1>J
✓

ECO NO- TINT
•Smoke colors only
-Good heal fCJCCUOn

I year warranty

.::

starts at:

_, ~o. o-J

631-5360 TINT ING EXP RES S 1-(800)-807-5360
320 S. 10th stree t McAl len TX inside D-TR ONIC S!
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Students share secrets to good grades
Rita Castro
771

•

Pan American

In talking with students, they are optimistic that a bachelor's degree
will provide them with a more comfortable life. Graduate students
mention the hardships they overcame in obtaining their goal, while
undergraduates believe that to make the grade, they have only to find
solitude, time, and a place to study.
Students have determined that their success has
occurred because of their interest in academia.
Encouragement by professors, family, and acquaintances is another reason that students give
for their ucce at UTPA.
"The first semester I came to UTPA,
I cho e a professor who e teaching
tyle I liked," say Robert Mangel, a
B .A. in Government. He recalls that thi
particular profe or was difficult. He put
forth hi best effort and finally ucceeded in
writing the 'perfect paper. ' Mangel add that
he does not own a televi ion and believe
that television keep student from tudying.
He believe that it i important for students to
think of school as an important job.
" To make good grade , I make it a point of
coming to the library where it is quiet," says
Ismael Godinez, fre hman in Computer
Information Systems. Godinez sugge t that tudent do their
assignments as soon a pos ible. He says that he trie to tudy in the
morning becau e that is when he i able to concentrate. " I'm not
interested in going out becau e I know that I have to study often. It is
not a good idea to try cramming the night before a test," ays
Godinez.
Angela Casas, Junior in Biology, says that to make good grades she
has done everal things to help herself. She has taken advantage of
tutoring on campus, made a point of visiting professor during their
office hours, and studies at the library often. Casas says that her advisor, Cindy Wedig, Biology Instructor, has helped her with questions
she has. " She even made arrangements for me to meet with people
that can as ist me ... Advisors can be the best resource, that is why they

are appointed to you, use them!"
Nadia Vera, Cyndi Sarni1pa, and Isaac Dominquez are three freshmen who agree that they had to sacrifice many things in order to make
good grades. Each of them is working outside of school and face the
challenges of balancing school and employment. Vera works at her
parents store, while Samilpa told of the problem she had with her former boss not understanding her inability to work because she had a
test. Dominquez is holding two jobs and taking several classes. They
all agree that a college education is very important and
_ _ _..._
they realize that they have to continuously make
decisions that will keep their grades up.
Carlos Macias, Masters in Business Public
Administration, B.S. in Education and a B.A.
in Psychology, says that to be successful
at the University, students have to get
involved with students who share the
same interests in academia. "You need
to find the crowd that will lead you in
the right direction." He says that it is
important to seek out a club where students
have the ame concerns in education. Macias credits Dr.
Jon Sorensen, associate profes or of Criminal Justice as
the person who has helped and encouraged him to go to
law school.
Leticia I abel Garza, Spanish major, credits her husband
and daughter as the inspiration behind her education. "I
c:::.
see friends that are struggling because they are not
~ ~ educated. I also have friends that are educated ... I
can see that things are easier for them." Garza says that she and
her hu band have made the decision to get as much education as possible. "I believe that, in the long run, education will be the best thing
for my family and me." Garza says that Dr. Lino Garcia, Spanish faculty member, has been very helpful to her. "He is the kind of person
that can get you any information you want."
Top tudents at UTPA have made the deci ion to obtain a bachelor's
degree or to go even beyond. These students know they need to manage their social and school life. They have learned to seek help when
they have questions or concerns. These factors are preparing the students to not only excel at UTPA, but to provide them with opportunities for the future.

Reviews
WILCO
'BEING THERE'
REPRISE RECORDS
The double CD - For ome band , it has
proven a fruitful endeavor like the recent
uccess of Smashing Pumpkin '"Mellon
Collie and the Infinite Sadne ." For others,
it i a tudy in cla hing ego , uch a Guns
and Ro es "Use Your Illu ion I & u··
Wilco' late t relea e, "Being There,"
prove to be a ta ty blend of country styling
and rock riff ·.
This quintet, which wa borne from the
breakup of the emi nal band, Uncle Tupelo,
ha improved con iderably from their debut
relea e "AM'' which wa , at time , overwrought and not representative of their coniderable talent .

Wilco, has been described as having a
"country-rock" ound, which is true in a
ense, but doe not adequately describe their
sound. Tunes like "Mi understood," and
"Monday," are far too raucous to be anything
akin to country. They do not forget their
root though, like the urreal steel guitar featured on the song "Forget the Flowers,"
which ound like omething you would hear
in a bar omewhere on the backroad of
Texa . Containing nineteen ongs, "Being
There" amazingly doe not have a bad ong
in the bunch. There are ong though de tined to become Wilco cla ic , uch a the
beautifully par e "the Lonely I," and the
rocking "dreamer in my dream ...
Producing a double CD a a ophomore
album would eem to be ri ky for any band.
"Being There," is definitely a worth)' effort.
_ Lydia Puente

Reprise Recording Artists . WILCO

Sorensen co-author of anthology
Mark M. Milam
Lifestyle Editor
Jon Sorensen, associate professor of criminal justice, has co-authored a textbook that
will be implemented in upcoming eme ter .
The textbook, " Correctional Context :
Contemporary and Classical Readings," was
the work of Soren en and his mentor, Jame
Marquart, a professor of criminal ju tice from
Sam Houston State University. The textbook
i an anthology of selected readings designed
for upper level courses.
In a straight forward style, the book highlights the concepts and philo ophles of corrections through a range of articles. Gathered
from a crop of contributor , the reading
offer in ight to the field from it leading profe ors and practitioners. This li t of author
include Zebulon R. Brockway, Lucien X.
Lombardo, Alexis de Toqueville, ju t to name
a few. Sorensen and Marquart' contribution
to the anthology was in acquiring perrni sion
to publi h specific articles, as well as writing
the additional text and section introduction .
The textbook tackles the challenge and
issues raised by correction theories and operations. The article help expound on the ubjects of community correction , prison overcrowding, inmate rights, capital puni hment,
and rehabilitation.
By the structure of this anthology, the read-

er i guided through the hi torical context of
correction ( origin / implementation of
prison ) up to the current i sue that are being
forced upon the nature of correction ( overcrowding I incarceration alternative , etc ).
This is accompli bed becau e Soren en and
Marquart killfully con tructed their collection from not only previou ly publi hed mate-

Joo Sorensen displays a copy of his textbook.

rial, but al o from new and current literature.
'The thing that i unique i that there i
some new articles in it. .. there is ome new
sort of ground breaking," ays Sorensen.
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The textbook wa nearly a year and a half
in the making, but the work did not top with
the completion of the manu cript. There was
al o the marketing efforts of the publi her,
Roxbury Publi bing, to contend with. "Right
now the publi her i looking for me to ru h
an emergency Ii t of people who I think might
be intere ted in adopting the book."
According to Soren en, the book will be
u ed oon within the criminal ju tice department, " I believe Bahram Haghighi i going
to u e it - he has an article in there, but not in
the pring becau e he i already gone with
another book."
Soren en i already planning for hi next
work, "I am going to do a book on drug trafficking," he ay , " I wa thinking about UT
Pre becau e they did the other book and it
i going to be mainly about thi area."
When asked about the impact of hi textbook, and other , oren en ay , " I think the
textbooks that help are the one written by
people who do the re earch. Your general
textbook i written by people, many time ,
who teach community college and it i a produ tion line ... It i really a bu ine ."
With thi anthology, oren en and Marquart
have e tabli hed that they too have a take
and a role in the dynamic bu ine of academic textbook . To their credit this i a wellde ign, thoughtful upplement to any and all
studies of correction .
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All Burgers & Sandmiche.s made to order.
Large Burger I/4 lbw/mustard, lettuce, tomato, pickles &onions $ I.~
fish Sandwich 1/4 lb. Boneless Cod w/ffi210lttllt &~$ 1.99
J • U • N •I • 0 •R •S Chicken w/ mayo , Iett uce & tomato ........ $ 1.1!.

FALL SUPER SAVINGS!
0

j)ft@l~
Chicken 3 pcs plate side saladfries 2 rolls, lemon &tartar sauce ..................... $ J.49
fish 3 pcs. plate side salad, fries, 2rolls, lemon &tartar sauce ................................. $ 3. 99
Shrimp 6 lg pcs., Side salad, fries, 2rolls, lemon &tartar sauce;_ _ _ _ $ 4. 79
Chicken 2 steaks w/gravy, side salad, fries, 2 rolls, 1/2 Order.................. $ 3.99
Eaul Regular Fries with any food puchase with UTPA 1.0.
L _ ~~ 2_ i::r!~~ _!:e~v~i~ ~~~d-w~ _:n!_ ~h~ ~ff~ _ _J

COTTON/POLYESTER BLEND

~w.~

MEXICAN FOOD TOGO VALLEY-WIDE
Convenient delivery available to busimm and medical offim in Edinburg
ara on~ with Ten dollar minimum Monday through Saturday 8 am to 2 pm

YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

e

ENCHILADA DELIGHT

3 Enchiladas topped with plenty of chili cheese,
lettuce and tomatoes, and a 16 oz. Coke.
Rice Ole

si:L99
s1:y29

Plenty of rice and ranchero beans,
10¼ DISCOUNT and a 16 oz. Coke.
to all students,
HANDMADE FLOUR TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
staff and faculty.
Mustpreserlt
UTPA I.D.

PREMISES DAILY. OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.-SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. FOR FASTER
SERVICE CALL AHEAD. CM~C~ LCC L U3Y1 I CALL 383-0725

$200
Great Selection of
Styles, Colors & Sizes
Retail up to $24.00

First Quality Famous Brands

NOVEIIVIIBER
SPECIALS
TRY 'EM ,

Available in white with
beautiful liac floral print
retails at $14.99

8 RA'S $3 so
Store Hours: Mon. - Sat., 10 a.m. - p.m.
Register
for $50 gift
certificate

LINGERIE MANUFACTURER

II OUTLET

I~ VISA

'

I

100 SOUTH BROADWAY, McALLEN, TX
687-7256 (DIVISION OF VANITY FAIR) 687-7256

Register

for $50 gift
certificate
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Lady Broncs span k Lam ar
UTPA advance s to SBC tournam ent
Oscar Gonzalez
Sports Editor

Liz.a Longoria/"" Pan American

Senior Christine Alvarez defends against a Lady Cardinal attempt. The Lady Broncs spoiled a
Lamar streak of 21 straight vlctorlea agalnat UTPA on Saturday.

Velasquez has career, program bests
The Lady Broncs made history by being
the first ever volleyball squad at UTPA to
make it to the Sun Belt Conference tournament. On the road to this history-making
season, it seemed as though no record was
left unbroken by a 5-9 senior from Converse,
Texas. Along with five other players on the
team, Marie Velasquez played her last match
as a Lady Bronc at the UTPA Fieldhouse on
Saturday. And oh how it turned out to be a
night to remember.
Velasquez had a career best and team
record for assists as she accounted accounted
for 70 assists, eclip ing her personal best of
49, and Ida Pena's team record of 59. She
also set a season record for assists at 965.

The former record was 837 set by Pena.
Junior Christine Phillips crept up on teammate Christine Alvarez in the Service aces
department. Phillips totaled 59 for the season, edging out Velsaquez at 57. Alvarez
has the top spot at 75.
Also breaking a record is senior Lisa
Yanez. Yanez surpasses Julie Williams' 72
block assists last year by totaling 82. Yanez
also bested Williams by having the best
attack percentage of any other fellow Lady
Broncs at .338.
Segovia said that this team is the foundation for the future. Thus far, it's been an
incredible ea on for the Lady Bronc . And
the beauty of it all is that it's not over yet.

The Lady Broncs made history on Saturday at the
UTPA Fieldhouse by taking the final position in
the Sun Belt Conference, the first time the volleyball team has been in po t-season play since its
inception in 1972. The Lady Broncs composed
themselves after blowing a 2-0 lead against
Lamar University and won the fifth game, 18-16,
before aying farewell to the Fieldhouse and
hello to the Convocation Center in Jonesboro,
Arkansas.
Twenty-four year and many records later, the
Lady Broncs have made their niche in UTPA history.
The Lady Broncs shot ahead early, taking the first
game 15-10. Afterfalling behind in the second
game, 2-6, the Lady Broncs staged a staggered
rally to creep up and tie the game at 13 all. After
a Lamar serve, junior Christine Phillip nailed
one to give UTPA control of the game. The Lady
Broncs drilled two straight scores and the ladies
were on their way to the record books.
But a young Lamar team wouldn't go down easy.
And that made it for a story-book ending.
Lamar fought back to win the third game, 15-11.
The Lady Cardinals took control of the fourth
game, but the Lady Broncs were determined to
end the match quickly.
After Lamar jumped ahead to a 14-11 game,
UTPA stormed back to tie it at 14. It was a seeaw battle after that as sideout-after sideout built
the pres ure for each team. The Lady Cardinals
forced a fifth game after taking a l6-14 fourth
game edge, and tying it at two games apiece.
With all the guns now on the table, it was a
slugfest. The Lady Broncs jumped ahead to a 9-4
advantage, only to see that lead fade away into a
14-14 tie. A crucial moment came when Lamar
eemingly jumped ahead of the Lady Bronc 1514. But before a Lamar serve, the game official
walked over and notified the scorer's table that
the official stati tician had the game called at 14
all. The Lady Cardinals managed to queeze in
two more points before the Lady Broncs surged
from behind, 15-16, and schooled Lamar to a 1816 victory. The Lady Broncs are now 1-21
against Lamar.
The Lady Broncs take on Arkansas-Little Rock in
the first round of the Sun Belt Conference tournament Match time is at 7:30 Friday. The
Conference tournament championship will be
played at 2:30 Sunday.
"We were so pressured at the beginning of our
conference road trip," said bead coach Oscar
Segovia said dripping wet from a victory dousing.
'1 wanted to find out after the Texas--Kingsville
(Texas A&M-Kingsville) match whether or not
my kids were going to come out and still fight,
knowing it was all over.
"I wanted to know if they were going to come out
here and give it all they've got," said Segovia.
Did it work?
"It was there!"
"Lamar is a very good team. They have a very
good tradition," said Segovia.
"We have tremendous leadership with Lisa
Yanez ... and Marie Velasquez. "People didn't
believe that thi could happen. ow we' ve got
believer ."
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Broncs make
comeback, 70-67,
in season opener
scar Gonzalez
ports Editor

The Monterrey Tech Borregos came storming
·nto the fieldhouse Tuesday looking to take
evenge on last year's three-point loss to the
roncs. The Borregos, who have returnees from a
earn that won the Mexican national championship
two year ago, didn ' t find it.
Returning letterman Lalo Rios recovered a loo e
ball with less than 20 seconds left in the game last
Tue day that ended up sealing the game. Rios
went to the line after a Tech player intentionally
fouled him after the recovery. Rio made good on
two free throws to seal a 70-67 come-from-behind
win. Rios' opportunity came when Keli'i
Bandman sunk a 3-pointer with just 24 seconds
left on the clock. This pressured the Tech team to
run across the court for the chance to tie with a
three.
"It couldn't have happened any better," said
head coach Mark Adams of the dazzling finish.
"It was an ugly game for the most part, but it was
a great ending. We were able to find a way to
win."
The Broncs came out flat and didn ' t appear to
be in game mode as the team shooting percentage
was at .393. The Broncs held on to a 29-28b halftime advruitage.
"Our enemy was really ourselves," Adams said.
Adams said the Broncs were rusty in all aspects
of the game. But aside from all the cobwebs the
Broncs experienced, there were a few standouts.
"I was real proud of Lalo and Rene and also
Brian(Molina)," said Adams after the game. Rios
completed the evening with 11 points, 3-9 shooting from three-point range and the game saving
free throws. Molina finished with two threepointers and Rene Salamao pounded in 10 before
fouling out with just 37 seconds remaining.
True freshman Larry Jack on had a big night his
fir t time out a a Bronc. Jackson scored all 10
points in the econd half to help the Bronc surge.
"Larry Jackson had the big play down the
tretch," said Adams.
Ivan Ostarcevic finished 5-9 from the field and
3-5 at the line for 13 points on the evening. But
the leading corer wa the Hawaiian Bandmann
who finished 6-13, and 2-4 from the arc.
Bandmann's 14 points led the Bronc in coring.
Although the regular eason has yet to begin,
junior transfer Marco LagemMann did not play
due to a leg injury. Junior transfer Shannon
ard, who wa injuried during the game, could
tw::t!l<'ift~ . ~
l>J,ken ankle.
Lu!j Broncs take the court against New
City Spoi't» of Oklahoma at 5 pm, followed by the
Broncs at 7.

KRT

Dallas Linebacker Broderick Thomas knocks the ball loose from 49er Steve Young's grasp early in
the game last Sunday. The Cowboys rallied from a JO-point defeclt to win In overtime, 20-17.

STARS
1205 S. Closner • Edinburg, TX
across H.E.B.
3 8 3-5388
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Don't forget every
Tues .+ Thurs . after
5:00 pm till closing
Large Burgers are 1/2 price
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MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Nov. 12 MONTERREY TECH (Exhibition)
Nov. 16 New City Sports, Okia. (Exhib.)
Nov. 23
McMURRY U. (Texas)
Nov. 26
University of Hawaii
Nov. 30
University of Texas-Arlington
Dec. 7
ANGELO STATE (Tex.)
Dec. 14
Texas Southern University
Dec. 19
U. OF TEXAS-ARLINGTON
Dec. 21
Baylor University
Dec. 23
Western Kentucky
Dec. 30
Iowa State University
Jan. 2
LOUISIANA TECH
Jan. 7
North Carolina State
Jan. 9
South Alabama
University of New Orleans
Jan. 11
Jan. 16
ARKANSAS STATE
S'WESTERN LOUISIANA
Jan. 18
Jan. 20
WESTERN KENTUCKY
Jan. 23
LAMAR
Jan. 25
JACKSONVILLE
Jan.27
Louisiana Tech
ARKANSAS-LITTLE ROCK
Jan.30
SOUTH ALABAMA
Feb. 1
Feb.3
Lamar
NEW ORLEANS
Feb. 6
Feb. 8
Jacksonville
Feb.15
Southwestern Louisiana
Arkansas State
Feb. 20
Feb. 22
Arkansas-Little Rock
Feb. 28- Mar 4 SUN BELT CONFERENCE
TOURNAMENT

7:30
7:30
7:30
11 :30
4:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:00
7:00
8:00
7:30
6:30
7:35
7:35
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:00
7:30
5 30
7:05
7:30
7:05
TBA

EDGE SALU TES MEN'S INTRA MURA L EXCE LLEN CE

Flag Football
Raven 's vs. Dorm Rats

42

19

Co-ed Volleyball
Specialist vs .Club S.P.I.
1st Game 15 - 8
2nd Game 15 - 6
Club S.P. I. winner
Specialist vs Flintonstone
1st Game 15 - 7
2nd Game 15 - 10
Specialist winner

Championship Game
Regulators vs. Club S.P.I.
1st Game 8 - 15
2nd Game 15 - 10
3rd Game 15 - 10
Regulators - Winner

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Nov. 16 New City Sports, Okla (Exhib.) 5:00
Nov. 23 University Texas-San Antonio
6:00
TEXAS A&M-KINGSVILLE
Nov. 26
7:30
Nov. 29 Tournament • McNeese State
4:00
Nov. 30
Consolation
2:00
Championship
Nov. 30
4:00
Dec. 3
ORAL ROBERTS
7:30
Prairie View A&M
Dec. 7
6:00
Sam Houston State
Dec. 9
7:00
Texas A&M Kingsville
Dec. 11
7:30
Dec. 19
BAYLOR
5:00
Dec. 22
UT-El Paso
2:00
UNIV OF SOUTH ALABAMA
Jan. 2
5:00
University of New Orleans
Jan. 9
5:00
Univ of South Alabama
Jan. 11
7:00
ARKANSAS STATE
Jan. 16
5:00
Western Kentucky
Jan. 23
7:00
Arkansas State
Jan. 25
1:30
UT-SAN ANTONIO
Jan. 27
7.30
WESTERN KENTUCKY
5:00
Jan. 30
Feb. 1 SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA 5:00
Feb. 3
Oral Roberts
7:00
UNIV OF NEW ORLEANS
Feb. 6
5:00
Feb. 10
Louisiana Tech
7:00
Feb. 15
LAMAR
7:30
Southwestern Louisiana
Feb. 22
4:15
Feb.24
Lamar
7:00
Mar. 1
LOUISIANA TECH
7:30
Mar. 6-8 Sun Belt Conference Championship
at Western Kentucky
HOME GAMES IN CAPITAL LETTERS

IDGrSHA VI GILlln'tAP ROTECTIO N FORMULA
has six lubricants, so it protects your skin from nicks and

1996 S C. Johnson & Son. Inc. AJI. nghts m81Ved.

cuts better than foams. For a closer. more comfortable
shave it~ just in the nick of time.
IDGrSHA VI GIL.
SAVI YOUR SKIN.
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FREE STUDENT COPY OF

kinko•s

~~

the copy center

~

s1f 3 1/2¢ ()

DOUBLE YOUR DOLLARS AT

I

~

•.·•

: Buy one chicken dinner and get a second one
I FREE during the month of November with this
coupon and your student I.D. card.
I

fj am! £EC) Im~ C) m EE Cr) m ffi C')

!
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i§

EXPRESS, INC.

Lunch Special $3.1s

a
1900 W. University Dr
Edinbu rg
West of Whataburger

Mon. • Fri. 11 11.m. to 2:3 0 p.m.
Set. - NtHln to 2:30 p.m.

Dinner

_1
381 331

Mon. - Fri. 5 p.m. r, 9 p.m.
S.t. 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Our Gift to You
When You Move in
During November
You Get

Dec.FR EET
• Pool
• overed Parking
• Laundry Facilitie
• Large Clo et
• Walking Di lance to UTPA

CLOTH ING

u ::::: :: :t:

Visit Us for a
Christma Gift

"Our Name Says ft All•

t

Open Tuesdays thru Thursdays II a.m.-3 p.m.

Color Coples • Binding
IBM & 11 Desktop Publishing

r---- ----- ----- ----- --

:

Christian Science Reading Room
911 N. Main St. McAllen, Texas

Copies c~~~~; ~~~~ke~h~;3~7:1

, .... .,.;

e£}

by
Mary Baker Eddy
Call 686-424 1
will mail to you

8:00PM till Miduight
Just Bring in this Coupon for

Opc:n .2-i HOURS • 7 DJr~ ,1 \\'c:c:k
10111 ~- !Och ~1 . • ~lcAll.11 . : X
(2101 /,X_:! .,1()-40 • r.u.(2 IOI (,~2--. 1113

I

Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures

LATE NIGHT COPIES

•Free 1st month service when you
activate your pager
•Free crystal change
•UTPA students 20% discount on
airtime w/ 1.0. card
•Airtime as low as $5.95
921 S. Closner Suite A., Edinburg• 316-1667

i
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UIIIIION WJIT(llU • DJINDl • ~JllTUU:I
314 South Main St. • McAllen, Texas 78501
(210) 686-1996 • Fax: (2 10) 686-3607
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Champion Garden Apartments
1802 We t Samano • Edinburg, TX

Phone 383-7651

Reproductive Services
613 SESAME DRIVE \II/EST

•

IIARLING EN

In associat ion with AdopUon Alllnates

rro\'lding choice, In Reproductive Health Care
fregnancy Te.,ting • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
fregnancy Termination ( 1st t 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Trealmmt

family Plannlng/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Uucatlonal Programs • Adoptlon Services
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(110) 428-6241 or (110) 428-6243
Yalley: 1-800-464-1 0 17 Mexico: 95-800-010-128 7
Lkeaed b1 Ute Te.tat Depart.meat at ffealtb

UTPA Come get a good deal
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• Jo Gatlerrez, AlnaaD I Cius
From right to left: Petty Officer 2nd Cla Alfon o Garcla, Tech.
• Joae nJertaa,
Garza Ill, M ter Sgt. Danny Trevino, Lance Cpl. Guadalupe Jana, Pfc. Juan Guerra,
Roel Vela, Staff Sgt. Malo Ramirez

~--------------------,

lovember 22nd

IL CAN HARRY'S : Daron Horwood
Back by popular reque t

1 AI U EOIL CHA GE
~ WORKS LIKE LIQUID BALL BEARINGS
N

:
I
:

I
I

Li ten to KTEX & B-104
for advance ticket outlets
After a spectacular performance
back in eptember,
ORWOOD return to
D RO
HILLBILLY' for an enc re
enjoyed hi first show and th
who missed it.

e

For more information call :
781-2029 / 687-l 106

l?ilmilly's

(
2602 S. Closner (Bus. 281)
(210) 318-1754
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1
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GEN J
HARLIN
CO•
RG •WESLA
EDINBU____
____
____
____
L ____

BODO

I. 10th
75~ DRAFT ALL NIGHT
75~ RED DOG
99~ ALL BAR DRINKS
99~ TEQUILA SHOTS
99~ SCHNAPPS
99~ BULL RIDES

NO COVER ALL NIGHT

HillBilly's BODO N. 10th McAllen, TX

